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Put Your Money Where Your Phone Is

(Twelve South)
Put your money where your phone is.
Wallets and phones go hand in hand. You rarely leave home without the two of
them. Now you can carry both in one BookBook made exclusively for iPhone 4. This
little book has a convenient ID window and slots for your debit/credit cards, reward
cards and cash. Instead of grabbing your wallet, phone and keys when you walk out
the door, simply grab BookBook and your keys.
Your phone is safe in a BookBook.
Protect your iPhone 4 between two hard-back covers. Fold the covers back-to-back
to talk. It feels great in your hand. BookBook allows edge-to-edge iPhone access. No
frames in the way of your thumbs here. You can access all iPhone controls and ports
with BookBook. Charge, sync and use the headphone jack while your iPhone is safe
and sound in its phone book.
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Yes, it’s also a quick book.
Need to show your ID? Flip open BookBook and there it is. To quickly remove your
ID, simply use the handy thumb slide. To grab a photo or video, pull the book’s
quick tab and slide your iPhone one quarter inch to expose the lens and capture the
moment. BookBook simplifies your life. It’s a check book, phone book, address
book, picture book, audio book. You get the idea.
The book of style.
One look and you’ll be hooked. Beautifully designed and hand distressed using high
quality leather, BookBook is a conversation piece. A totally unique case that
disguises your phone and wallet, while protecting both. It’s a wallet that looks like
no other and a case that keeps your iPhone from looking like everyone else’s.

For more information, http://twelvesouth.com/ [1].
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